OSP Roundtable

May 19, 2016
9:30 – 10:30 AM
Veterinary Tower Lecture Hall 3 (LH3) ***
*** Note location

Panel Members
OSP – Linda Griswold, Brenda Truesdail & Kim Holloway
SFS – Kelly Gardner, Tanya Dombrowsky & Beth Peet
College GCOs & Research Administrator – Tammy Wildenstein, Liz Estabrook & Kim Hayes

Panel Discussion on NIH

If you have attended an OSP Roundtable, you know that we hand our comment cards requesting feedback on that Roundtable and suggestions for future Roundtable sessions at the end of each session. We use the suggestions for planning future Roundtable topics. Over the past couple of years, the comment cards have included several NIH topics that don’t require an entire hour and would benefit from input by more than one office in the research community. The May 2016 OSP Roundtable will feature a panel discussion with members of OSP, SFS & college level GCOs and Research Administrator who will address NIH topics raised in the comment cards and during the Roundtable. The following are topics that we have so far:

- How does the NIH salary cap impact budgeting?
- Describe the difference between pooled accounts and subaccounts for NIH projects.
- How can an admin staff member help a PI with a JIT request?
- Explain how participant support impacts NIH budgets
- What are the common reasons for proposal rejection?
- When is carry-forward allowed in an R01 award? (Is this different for other R awards?)

We want this session to be as informative as possible, so please send me any other NIH related questions you might have and I’ll share them with the panel member.

We look forward to seeing you May 19!
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